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English Grammar

Language and Conflict

3rd edition

Karol Janicki

David Nunan

Peter Collins, Carmella Hollo

• T
 he author is a world-renowned linguist and
former President of TESOL who has received a
citation by the US Congress for services to English
language education.

• The best-selling introduction to English grammar,
fully revised to meet the needs of today’s students.

• A
 n overview of the key topics and concepts that
constitute our current understanding of ‘language’.

• Includes coverage of casual genres and practical
exercises focusing on the communicative role of
grammar.

• F
 illed with examples, questions, further reading
and glossaries.

• Provides explanations of key terms and topics for
those without any prior knowledge.

• Features an improved glossary and index, and
more examples and exercises throughout.

9780230291379

An A–Z of Applied Linguistics
Research Methods

• An illuminating and accessible guide that takes the
reader on a tour through the field of conflict in
language.
• Uses real life examples to examine how language
usage influences conflict, and what people can do
to avoid or resolve it.
• Each chapter ends with a story that neatly
summarises the key discussion points in a clear,
digestible format.
9781137381408

Shawn Loewen, Luke Plonsky
• The

essential guide for applied linguists, covering
qualitative and quantitative research design,
sampling instrumentation and analyses.
• Contains an exhaustive set of entries related to all
aspects of research methodology, ranging from
basic to more advanced topics.
• Presents bite-sized, fully cross-referenced
explanations of key concepts and techniques.
9781137403216

9781137507396

An Introduction to English
Language 4th edition

Persuading People

Phonology

Robert Cockcroft, Susan Cockcroft

PHILIP CARR, JEAN-PIERRE MONTREUIL

English Syntax and
Argumentation 4th edition

Koenraad Kuiper, W. Scott Allan

• Investigates and illuminates the art of persuasion.

• The ideal introduction to generative phonology.

Bas Aarts

• F
 ourth edition of a hugely popular introductory
textbook that takes the reader step by step to a
comprehensive understanding of how English
works.

• Starting with basic theory, the authors go on to
analyse the rhetorical composition of different
kinds of texts, from poetry to politics and drama to
advertising.

• Covers both the essentials and more advanced
areas in a clear, user-friendly manner.

• Extremely user-friendly, the book starts with
a discussion of the basic concepts that are
important in the study of syntax, and then moves
on to more complex issues.

• Covers English words, sounds and sentences with
numerous examples from literature and varieties of
English around the world.

• Includes brand new sections on non-Western
rhetoric, contemporary rhetoric and rhetorical
delivery.

• Includes a wealth of new exercises and
suggestions for further reading.

• Presupposes no prior knowledge and is packed
with classroom-tested exercises.

• Provides new examples and more practical
exercises.

9781137496874

9781137003676

• Features new chapters on phonological weight
and optimality theory.

• Part of the Palgrave Modern Linguistics series,
which provides accessible introductions to
contemporary linguistics topics.

Palgrave Higher Education

What is This Thing Called
Language? 2nd edition

• Each chapter carefully explains technical terms
and uses graphic illustrations alongside easyto-follow examples and ‘hands-on’ exercises to
illuminate key ideas.
• From words and phrases to constituency and
argumentation.

9780230573147
9780230361690

English Language

Phonological Acquisition

The Study Skills Handbook

Jonathan Culpeper et al

Anne-Michelle Tessier

4th Edition

Study Skills for Speakers of
English as a Second Language

• A
 research-led approach, making the latest
developments in the field highly accessible for
undergraduates.

• A comprehensive introduction to how we acquire
the sounds and sound patterns of language.

Stella Cottrell

Marilyn Lewis, Hayo Reinders

• This is the latest fully revised edition of the UK’s
biggest-selling study skills textbook.

• An
 ideal guide for any international student
studying at an English-speaking university.

• A
 unique approach to developing study skills based
on individual requirements and learning patterns.

• B
 ased on interviews with international students
and their teachers.

• H
 elps students unlock their potential and equips
them with the skills they need to succeed.

• S
 traightforward advice on academic and social
topics and the culture of Western universities.

• Provides an ideal starting point for those new to
the subject of English language, and progression
for those who have studied it before.
• C
 overs both traditional topics, such as phonology,
grammar and semantics, and topics that have
more recently come to prominence, such as
language and power, politeness, and language
and politics.
9781403945907

The Frameworks of English
Kim Ballard
• A comprehensive survey of the structures of the
English language, with material on electronic
language and a chapter on varieties of English.
• Explains the basics of the language in a lively and
well-organised manner.
• Covers lexis, grammar, discourse and phonology –
all key parts of introductory undergraduate English
language courses.
9780230392427

• Analyses child speech patterns and their analogues
among adult languages while also teaching the
basics of Optimality Theory.
• Gives evidence to support theory from multiple
language families, populations and data collection
methods.
• Provides a wealth of exercises to guide readers
through Optimality Theory reasoning and
implementation.

9781137289254

9781403900265

9780230293779

A Beginner’s Guide to
Discourse Analysis

Pocket Study Skills
Palgrave Study Skills on the go

Study Skills for International
Postgraduates

Sean Sutherland

Kate Williams (series editor)

Martin Davies

• A practical textbook introducing the tools and
techniques that explain how language is used in
different situations.

• Ideal for the time-pushed student, with a lot of
advice packed into each pocket-sized guide.

• Destined to become a lifesaver for international
students everywhere

• Written in an entertaining, accessible and engaging
way with clear advice throughout.

• Provides clear, comprehensive guidance for
students embarking on postgraduate study at a
Western university.

• Packed with colourful examples from novels,
songs, newspaper articles and more
• Assumes no prior knowledge of the subject.
• Filled with exercises throughout, along with
answers and commentary.
9781137402882

• Each guide focuses on a single crucial aspect of
study, giving students step-by-step guidance and
handy tips on how to approach the important areas.
Pocket Study Skills: Getting Critical

9781137402516

Pocket Study Skills: Planning your Essay

9781137402479

Pocket Study Skills: Writing for University

9781137531865

• Helps to maximise students’ chances of academic
success.
9781403995803

www.palgravehighered.com/pocket-study-skills
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The Student Phrase Book
Vocabulary for Academic Writing

Teaching Study Skills
& Supporting Learning

Skills for Success
Personal Development and
Employability

Hayo Reinders, Nick Moore, Marilyn Lewis

Jeanne Godfrey

STELLA COTTRELL

• Provides non-native English speakers with the
skills needed to study overseas at an Englishspeaking university.

• An invaluable self-reference guide for students of
all levels and disciplines who need to increase their
vocabulary.

STELLA COTTRELL

• H
 elps to prepare students for living abroad,
understanding university culture, and improving
their English.

• Explains what academic vocabulary is and how to
use it actively and accurately.

• Presents a range of teaching strategies from
simple repetition to active learning methods,
enabling lecturers to help students to learn more
effectively.
• Topics include: interactive group skills, revision
and exam strategies, writing, memory and critical
analysis skills.

• Covers the core skills employers look for such as
team-working skills, creative thinking skills and
problem-solving skills.

• From Stella Cottrell, bestselling author of
The Study Skills Handbook.

• Full of interactive activities and materials for
students to record their achievements and prepare
for their future.

• H
 ands-on, practical activities to make studying a
success.

• D
 oes what a dictionary can’t do and shows readers
how to use the right words.
9780230289338

• Helps students think about their personal,
academic and career goals and to plan a path to
success.

9780230545199
9780333921241

9781137426529

Success in Academic Writing

Cite Them Right 10th Edition

Trevor Day

The Essential Referencing Guide

• Helps students to develop confidence, technique
and clarity of purpose as a writer.
• Takes the reader through the complete writing
process, from understanding the task, through
research and planning, to drafting and finalising
copy.
• Includes several self-study exercises throughout.
9780230369702

Richard Pears, Graham Shields
• The essential guide to referencing and avoiding
plagiarism.
• Sources covered include books, journals,
websites, media, art, conference papers, legal
documents, performing arts, logos, Instagram,
podcasts, Twitter, Facebook, MOOCs, graffiti and
unpublished work.
• Offers examples for referencing in APA, Harvard,
MHRA, OSCOLA, Vancouver and Chicago
referencing styles.
9781137585042

PALGRAVE How to Write Better Essays

STUDY SKILLS
HOW TO WRITE
THIRD

EDITION

BETTER
ESSAYS
BRYAN GREETHAM

3rd Edition

Bryan Greetham
• Works through each stage of essay writing from
interpreting the question to research, planning,
writing and revision.
• Includes practical techniques to develop the ability
to analyse concepts, criticise and evaluate reading,
improve style and avoid plagiarism.
• Includes chapters on criticising arguments and
reflective writing and revised exercises and
assignments.
9781137293282

PALGRAVE How to Use your Reading
STUDY SKILLS
SECOND

EDITION

HOW TO USE
YOUR READING

IN YOUR

ESSAYS
JEANNE GODFREY

Critical Thinking Skills
2nd Edition Developing Effective
Analysis and Argument
Stella Cottrell
• Helps students to develop reflective thinking
skills, improve their critical analysis and construct
arguments more effectively.
• E
 asy-to-follow, step-by-step explanations along
with plenty of examples and activities.
• N
 ew chapter on ‘critical reflection’ and new
material on essays and referencing.

Improve your Grammar
2nd Edition

Jeanne Godfrey

Mark Harrison, Vanessa Jakeman, Ken
Paterson

• C
 overs selecting what to read and how to quote,
paraphrase and summarise sources, through to
spotting and correcting mistakes in the final essay.
• Includes key vocabulary for using sources,
and practice in checking and correcting
common errors.

Netta Avineri

Applied Linguistics For The Language
Classroom Series
Andy Curtis (Series Editor)
Assessment for the Language Classroom

9781137464835

Methods and Methodologies for Language Teaching

9781137407351

Phonetics, Phonology & Pronunciation for the Language Classroom

9781137554680

Research Methods for Language Teaching

9781137563422

Technology for the Language Classroom

9781137497840
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www.palgravehighered.com

PALGRAVE MACMILLAN
Linguistic Fieldwork
Claire Bowern
• Offers practical guidance on areas such as
applying for funding, the first session on a new
language, writing up the data and returning
materials to communities.
• Expanded second edition providing new content
on the results of research, on prosody elicitation,
on field experiment design, and on working in
complex syntax.
9781137340795

International Perspectives
on Teacher Research
Simon Borg, Hugo Sanchez
• Teacher research is recognised, in ELT and
education more generally, as a powerful
transformative strategy for teacher development
and school improvement.
• This volume provides original insights into this
issue by focusing on the processes involved in
becoming and being a teacher researcher.
9781137376213

9780230285293

in your Essays 2nd Edition

• A practical book which guides students through
the process of effectively using reading in their
essays.

Research
Methods for
Language
Teaching

Palgrave Higher Education

The International Student
Handbook

• Student-focused approach, which is presented in
an accessible, flick-through format and identifies
the typical areas for mistakes, based on students’
writing.
• Provides clear explanations, examples of common
errors and corrections, practice exercises, and a
realistic academic context across subject areas.
• Fully revised throughout, this new edition features
advice on compiling CVs and cover letters.

Theory and Concepts of
English for Academic Purposes

Language Learning and
Study Abroad

Ian Bruce

Celeste Kinginger

• Applies theory and research findings to the design
of English for Academic Purposes courses.

• Studying abroad is often seen as a crucial
dimension of language learning – developing
communicative proficiency, language awareness,
and intercultural competence.

• Draws on approaches to researching academic
communities, needs analysis and genre theory.
• Proposes a systematic approach to syllabus and
curriculum development.
9781137504531

• Kinginger provides an overview and assessment
of research on language learning in study-abroad
settings, reviewing the advantages and constraints
of perspectives adopted in this research.
9781137504548

9781137294685
9781137586063
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